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Risk Be Damned

2017-02-28

risk be damned is part of the best selling kurtherian gambit series risking one s heart is often harder than risking one s life when you have made a
point of not doing risking love for a thousand years you wonder if the promise is worth the pain sometimes risk be damned your heart doesn t
ask permission stephen michael s brother is charged with finding out what is happening to wechselbalg in europe and uncovers a sinister plot
jennifer is working this operation with him while the queen is watching from above how will the two of them work together as stephen tries
to deal with handling a true romance for the first time in centuries how often will bethany anne tease him how often will he go too far
protecting jennifer emotions in turmoil stephen and jennifer deal with someone who knows too much about the unknownworld and has plans to
use it risk be damned is part of the kurtherian gambit universe set between books 13 and 14 loosely these three three years are called the
dark years or the lost years the dark years when the trials and tribulations of being merciful were shouldered by bethany anne and her people

Art Of The Kurtherian Gambit

2018-09-16

a behind the scenes look at the art created for the kurtherian gambit andrew dobell has worked with michael anderle on the covers and art
of the kurtherian gambit since it s earliest days starting with the book that started it all death becomes her inside this collection of andrew
s art for the kgu you will find high quality uncropped versions of the covers without the titles to hide any of the art you will also see
behind the scenes images from the shoots the original photos used in the art and previously unpublished works published here exclusively and
for the first time complete with descriptions and anecdotes we hope you enjoy this fascinating insight into the work and artistry that goes
into visualizing the kurtherian gambit universe

Damned To Hell

2020-06-16

risk be damned is part of the best selling kurtherian gambit seriesrisking one s heart is often harder than risking one s life jennifer is in a bind and
that doesn t even stop to consider she got herself stuck right in the spider s castle no she did something a little rash more for herself than
anything else the problem is she knows she has hurt her very new boyfriend and god only knows how he was taking it the reunion with a man
over a thousand years old might be a bit tense however at the end of the day jennifer and stephen are part of the queen s team and while the
emotions for each other run high they will get the job done along with everyone else on the team while all of this is going on the queen has a
special set of purchases that are wanted by others so they can track where she is and team bmw are trying to figure out who can brew the
best beer of all damned into hell is part of the kurtherian gambit universe set between books 13 and 14 loosely these three three years are
called the dark years or the lost years the dark years when the trials and tribulations of being merciful were shouldered by bethany anne
and her people

Never Submit

2018-04-25

one last hail mary attack by those on earth goes awry when the queen herself shows up with john grimes along for the ride five puppies have
plans that surprise everyone the queen has a problem and her closest friends travel to earth to find her a solution it s time for an audience
with the king of yoll and he isn t going to like the outcome not one bit he has a secret he has been hiding and those sneaky aliens in space find
out what it is and turn it against him it s time to release the queen bitch for her final clean up of kurtherians this area of the galaxy will
never be the same again so grab your favorite drink recline in your favorite chair or bed or couch and relax for just a moment or two because
bethany anne is back

To Hell And Back: A Kurtherian Gambit Series

2020-07-27

michael has moved on can his justice enforcer make a difference does the sun come up in the morning the new york city state wakes up and their
world has been shaken to its core the enforcers have been scattered but they aren t finished this vampire is but a bump in their road to keeping
the city state in the hands of the ceo s the were s are involved some leave some stay and new alliances are made and an old one broken
however in the end it always comes back to heart and determination something that you often have to find for yourself when life beats you
down and valerie is made of the right material to see it through claimed by honor is part of the kurtherian gambit universe as noted in other
series set in the kurtherian universe there is cursing in this book occasionally it s funny too

Claimed By Honor

2017-02-27

humanity s greatest export justice space is a dangerous place even for the wary especially for the unprepared the aliens have no idea here



comes the bad company colonel terry henry walton takes his warriors into battle for a price in this first installment of the bad company he
believes in the moral high ground and is happy getting paid for his role in securing it set in the kurtherian gambit universe terry char and their
people humans werewolves weretigers and vampires form the core of the bad company s direct action branch a private conflict solution
enterprise join them as they fight their way across tissikinnon four where none of the warring parties were what they expected please note
inside this book is cursing amusing cursing but cursing nonetheless if bad language offends you perhaps this book is not for you set on the
foundation laid by the kurtherian gambit series the bad company tells an entirely new story in the age of expansion when the etheric empire is
fast becoming the etheric federation with all of the trials and tribulations that come with bringing together different peoples systems and
ideals

The Bad Company: Age of Expansion - A Kurtherian Gambit Series

2018-05

trust me cathillian believe me when i say that i will rip that bitch limb from limb she will pay for every life lost on the battlefield don t stop
until you do scarlett has just made the biggest mistake she possibly could have declaring war on the dark forest arryn has let her go for
far too long now that the damage has been done and lives have been lost arryn plans to lead the druids to march on arcadia to rip it back
from scarlett s cold dead fingers one thing is certain arryn made a vow to cathillian to her family in the forest and she won t stop until she
succeeds may the best bitch win set on the foundation laid by the kurtherian gambit series the deceivers tells an entirely new story in the age
of magic and of the heroes and villains who battle for control of its destiny

The Deceiver

2020-06-18

in the future even the broken can make a change when molly gets called onto a case that she is uniquely qualified for the team discovers a
little more about her past in the race against the clock to prevent the city of spire from being subjected to a deadly toxin it takes both new
team members and new allies working together in order to save the millions of lives meanwhile problems continue on the political scene and
exciting progress is made with the investigation into the strange door in the safe house basement set on the foundation laid by the kurtherian
gambit series the ascension myth tells an entirely new story in the age of expansion when the etheric empire is fast becoming the etheric
federation with all of the trials and tribulations that come with bringing together different peoples systems and ideals

Activated

2017-05-17

when the greatest horrors exist in the mind how do you deal with a man who puts them there julianne may have saved tahn but the battle has
only just begun an upstart young lord decides tahn is ripe for the picking but a quick mind read reveals there s more to this than meets the eye
between a creepy magical circus troupe two bickering rearick and the unexpected reappearance of the new dawn it looks like julianne will
never get the quiet break she hoped for still they say a change is as good as a holiday and at least she ll get to kick some serious ass on the
way set on the foundation laid by the kurtherian gambit series dawn of destiny tells an entirely new story in the age of magic

Dawn of Darkness

2017-12-13

any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic arthur c clarke she didn t mean to use magicshe didn t even know she had
magicshe just wanted to save her brother who was dying in her arms accused of using illegal magic and sentenced to a cruel death at the
hands of the city s guards hannah has no choice but to trust in the aid of a strange old man who wields unimaginable power the founder has
returned to correct the wrongs of unjust but to do that he needs hannah a young woman from the city slums she has a key to unlocking a
power even greater than his own if she can only learn to trust herself and the magic flowing within her blood restriction is a fantasy set in
the far future where magic and monsters ravage the land of irth and only the strong survive set on the foundation laid by the kurtherian
gambit series restriction tells an entirely new story in the age of magic and of the heroes and villains who battle for control of its destiny
read now and enter the age of magic

Restriction

2017-08-04

but not always for the better some love her some hate her but the one thing that is causing the city problems is valerie herself as a
lightening rod she needs to get out of the public s eye and allow the emotions to cool without her presence whether she wants to or not
trusting her friends she drops back to the shadows to deliver the justice michael demands why because judgement has fallen and even the deep
dark places are going to realize they are not safe judgment has fallen is part of the kurtherian gambit universe as noted in other series set in
the kurtherian universe there is cursing in this book occasionally it s funny too



Judgment Has Fallen

2017-04-27

sawyer brown is no more but he was just the minor opening act terry henry and charumati char have to deal with her alpha coming back the
new refugees getting settled in town and beer with the fdg doubling in size terry henry needs to bring about a little organizational structure
to the group while also deciding how to have that conversation with char about her lineage not sure how that is going to go terry henry
had better figure it out or he is going to be up to his armpits in werewolves and won t be sure if he can depend on his one ace in the hole or not
set in the kurtherian gambit universe nomad redeemed continues the terry henry walton chronicles the time between the wwde and the return of
michael to earth as noted in other series set in the kurtherian universe there is cursing in this book occasionally it s funny too

Nomad Redeemed

2017-02-04

the madness is coming and this time it s personal fueled by the tiny scatterings of a puzzle left behind caitlin journeys into the wilds to seek
the elusive helena in order to find the cure for the madness and stop its spread once and for all which is made all the more important when
those closest to her are facing their toughest battles yet with jaxon kain and mary anne by her side caitlin must tread farther from home
than she s ever been risking capture torment and the mad all in the name of finding the truth behind the madness time is ticking and the madness is
closer now than it s ever been set within the wonder of the kurtherian gambit universe discover the chaos and insanity of the age of madness
a time when the world turned on its head and nothing is as it appears note this book contains cursing perhaps humorous cursing but cursing
nevertheless if this offends you we don t suggest reading this book

Chasing The Cure: Age Of Madness - A Kurtherian Gambit Series

2019-12-10

the history of the world wasn t what valerie was taught the daughter of a vampire and sister of a devil walking valerie finds out she has
something neither her brother nor her father possess she has honor now she needs to flee a brother who leaves her for dead because if there is
one thing valerie understands it s that justice doesn t turn the other cheek 150 years after a near apocalypse the world is rebuilding
survival has become the only rule and justice is in short supply now justice has come calling justice is calling is part of the kurtherian
gambit universe

Justice Is Calling

2017-01-23

sean royale is awol and in trouble molly s mom is encroaching on the operation on gaitune and the university is under threat from a new
player in the system tensions mount as secrets unfurl culminating in molly walking down the aisle to try and save her ruggedly handsome
friend meanwhile paige and maya stay behind to protect the home front as best they can with only a few yoll aritas and a bad boy ai to help
there is no doubt trouble is brewing in the sark system and it s bigger than any of them could imagine please note inside this book is cursing
amusing cursing but cursing nonetheless if bad language offends you perhaps this book is not for you

Committed

2021-05-27

it s been three years bethany anne and her team have been building trying their best to stay off the radar and not fight with those they are
trying to save the emotions have boiled to the surface the is a line drawn in the sand and some idiots just have to step across it those that
thought the cat didn t have claws are about to find out how very very wrong they are please note as mentioned in a review there is
flagrantly foul language in these novels the main character does not have a problem with cussing just uninspired cussing series includes
death becomes her the kurtherian gambit 01 queen bitch the kurtherian gambit 02 love lost the kurtherian gambit 03 bite this the kurtherian
gambit 04 never forsaken the kurtherian gambit 05 under my heel the kurtherian gambit 06 kneel or die the kurtherian gambit 07 we will build
the kurtherian gambit 08 it s hell to choose the kurtherian gambit 09 release the dogs of war the kurtherian gambit 10 sued for peace the
kurtherian gambit 11 we have contact the kurtherian gambit 12 my ride is a bitch the kurtherian gambit 13 don t cross this line the
kurtherian gambit 14 never submit the kurtherian gambit 15 jan feb 2017 the dark messiah the second dark ages book 01 michael s return 12
25 2016 short stories tied in to the main series include you don t mess with john s cousin frank kurns stories of the unknownworld 01 bitch
s night out frank kurns stories of the unknownworld 02

Don't Cross This Line

2016-11-12

there is the improbable and then there is the impossible ryder had gone from the impossible to the highly improbable with massimo and leandro
but can she do better while the vegetarian vampire werewolf and bearded mountain man are willing to support her ryder needs an army to do



better than throwing away the lives of herself and her new friends attacking afana will massimo and leandro be able to help her out one
more time justice will be served one way or another the question is merely will ryder be alive to see it happen as noted in other series set in
the kurtherian universe there is cursing in this book occasionally it s funny too

Madness Rising: Age Of Madness - A Kurtherian Gambit Series

2018-06-19

it s been twenty years since the fall the destruction the world brought on itself can terry henry walton enhanced as he is help bring
civilization back as he seeks to atone for previous actions by protecting and nurturing the ones with the knowledge terry henry walton
begins building his force de guerre a paramilitary group that will secure this new world from those who would take and destroy when the
enemies of peace appear before the fdg is ready terry partners with a werewolf to fight a battle that he must win set in the kurtherian gambit
universe nomad found begins the terry henry walton chronicles the time between the wwde and the return of michael to earth

Nomad Found

2017-01-26

a new evil lurks in the darkness bailey and lewis are more determined than ever to find ricky bobby s missing crew monstre corp knows they are
on the hunt and solomon vance isn t letting them get close the monster is still out there a threat they can t stop jack decides the only way
to win is to fake their own deaths if vance believes they re dead he ll let down his guard an epic battle ensues when the crew returns to
starboards corp with two missions free the children and take down the evil corporation timing is everything and not getting blown up is
absolutely key will they find the missing crew or will the monster end them all experience this exciting mystery sci fi saga and the latest
addition to the expanded kurtherian gambit universe if you re a fan of dark matter altered carbon or star wars you ll love this riveting new
space opera

Determination: Age Of Expansion - A Kurtherian Gambit Series

2018-10-25

the truth will set you free but what happens when the truth is a lie rhona and her paladin brother alastar belong to a holy people who
have waged war on witches and warlocks and their clans from the highlands but when she uses magic to save his life their world is thrown
upside down on the run having left all they knew behind they have to rely on those who hate paladins all magic is evil the high paladin
taught but alastar starts to understand that he might have been mislead if his sister uses magic and she isn t evil what does that mean for
his beliefs brother and sister soon find themselves aligned with magic users and thrown in with the clans in a war against sorcerers and
paladins alike with only one hope of uniting the land the legendary sword of light it was lost years ago and quest after quest by the holy
paladins could not retrieve it when you know the truth about magic anything is possible set on the foundation laid by the kurtherian gambit
series shades of light tells an entirely new story in the age of magic and of the heroes and villains who battle for control of its destiny

Shades of Light

2017-08-23

they say that behind every great man is a great woman but what if that woman is a werewolf this is a monster book we have taken pains to
price the book low craig is crying in the corner don t mention i reduced it to what you see the readers love the nomad this series is one of the
best i ve ever read this is the series that keeps on going with great writing and wonderful characters i absolutely love this series and hate
the wait at the same time between books the forsaken have gone into hiding and terry sends the force de guerre s tactical teams on missions
around the globe to root the evil ones out when ted can no longer keep the pod flying things heat up quickly in a race to corner and finish
mister smith nomad s force starts nearly one hundred years before michael s return to earth and the events that happen in justice is calling
what does the mundane look like when gearing up for war this snippet is a taste of that how can th keep the blade sharp when no enemy
stands before him what will his kids do always his children but not children the fdg finds out how small they really are when they have to
search the world for their enemy and the new schwabenland pod is getting old and doesn t charge like it used to is terry s dominance waning

Nomad's Force

2017-09-08

in the brief pause between apocalypses one woman standing for honor courage and commitment will bring the unknownworld back from the
brink wwde 210 earth is silent sarah jennifer walton had turned her back on humanity after losing everything now she s their only hope
civilization has fallen in all but a few places as the madness ravages europe and asia america is the last holdout against the corruption
causing nanocytes to malfunction bethany anne is far away fighting for the survival of the entire universe unaware that her technology
has turned on humanity earth needs a protector from bethany anne s line and the kurtherian lilith has found her champion sarah jennifer might
not be bethany anne s last blood descendant on earth but she s the only one with the ability to unite salem s weres and magic users and
shape them into a force capable of facing the madness head on join her in the line unbroken as she takes her first steps on the road to the age
of magic



The Line Unbroken

2020-06-02

a new evil lurks in the darkness the crew is relieved by dejoure s perplexing ability to soothe the monster but that won t keep them safe for
long precious galaxy coffee company is under constant attack someone wants to take out the biggest giant in the galaxy the team goes
after the other databases only to learn something that changes everything vance is always one step ahead of them not all hope is lost
hatch brings back a key crew member someone who can help them defeat monstre corp the last act of this heart pounding series delivers a ton
of action as bailey and lewis rush to save the crew before it s too late everyone s freedom is at stake vance would rather go down in a
blaze taking everything with him then be defeated will they find the missing crew or will monstre corp end them all experience this exciting
mystery sci fi saga and the latest addition to the expanded kurtherian gambit universe if you re a fan of dark matter altered carbon or star
wars you ll love this riveting new space opera

Obliteration: Age Of Expansion - A Kurtherian Gambit Series

2018-10-25

kill the bad guys save the galaxy all in a hard day s work eddie might be enhanced but ghost squadron must expand if they re going to keep
the federation safe from felix castile a man hell bent on nothing less than the assassination of general lance reynolds to stop him ghost
squadron will have to do the impossible infiltrate the enemy s stronghold what the team learns could change everything no one is safe from
felix castile who has the means to change the federation and not in a good way eddie and julianna may not always see eye to eye but they
agree on one thing they will die to protect the general no matter the cost no matter the sacrifice one thing is certain the federation cannot
be allowed to fall experience this exciting military sci fi saga and the latest addition to the expanded kurtherian gambit universe if you re a
fan of mass effect firefly or star wars you ll love this riveting new space opera note if cursing is a problem then this might not be for you

Degeneration: Age of Expansion - A Kurtherian Gambit Series

2018-01-22

the governor she trusted to protect her wants her dead the vampire she was sent to capture wants to help her live when caitlin finally gets
the chance to join her brother on a mission outside of the walls of the town she has been trapped inside all of her life her entire reality is
shaken enemies appear in the strangest of places the zombie like mad roam the forests vampires and werewolves from the fairy tales of her
childhood become reality as caitlin is forced to discover the truth of the age of madness and begin the fight for justice can caitlin lead the
charge on freedom and start the revolution that will change her world set within the wonder of the kurtherian gambit universe discover the
chaos and insanity of the age of madness a time when the world turned on its head and nothing is as it appears note this book contains
cursing perhaps humorous cursing but cursing nevertheless if this offends you we don t suggest reading this book

Dawn of Chaos: Age Of Madness - A Kurtherian Gambit Series

2018-08-09

revenge is a dish best served with magic and a pet dragon hannah killed those who destroyed her family but the man who ordered their deaths
is still alive and in power it s time someone worked to end adrien s evil rule but to find justice hannah needs to increase her skills she and sal
head to the heights for a little one on one training with a handsome young mystic while ezekiel heads north to right a forty year old wrong
meanwhile parker is stuck dealing with the mess left behind after hannah s ass kicking he has to fight back against a group of anti magic
zealots and uncover the mystery of a new factory whose workers are never seen nor heard from again the nightmare is real but a
reawakening is coming reawakening is fast paced full of action and follows hannah s quest to build a team and stop the evil adrien s plans
to rule irth

Reawakening

2017-08-04

they say behind every great man is a great woman but what if the woman is a werewolf the heat is unrelenting the wastelands are coming for
new boulder nature s a total bitch and then there s werewolf heat terry henry walton has to come to grips with the reality of his
situation civilization cannot return to humanity without help more help than even an enhanced human can give terry and char take their
relationship to a new level before they head out to find a new home to save the people of new boulder to rally the survivors that the
world is coming back and for themselves will those living out there allow them any peace will char s pack make it difficult for her to enjoy
life now that her alpha is out of the picture

Nomad Unleashed

2017-02-21

time for justice to be served ryder doesn t know if she can kill afana and liberate the bunker one thing she does know is that the merry gang



will do the impossible to free the hostage or die trying unfortunately for the gang there is a fate worse than death the madness will ryder
and the merry gang survive the madness will afana finally meet justice will the captives find freedom grab your copy of escaping madness now
to find out as noted in other series set in the kurtherian universe there is cursing in this book occasionally it s funny too

Escaping Madness: Age Of Madness - A Kurtherian Gambit Series

2018-08-16

anne and jinx are back when you are a young adult in the etheric empire your life can be changed in mere moments often for the better starting a
business before you graduate school isn t exactly normal luckily anne has the support of jinx her friends and a new mentor in the shape of
frank kurns the first steps into adulthood are never easy especially when you have the responsibility that comes with being powerful to live
up to anne realizes she has to step up her fighting game to be in the public eye together the young woman and her partner jinx have a future to
affect set on the foundation laid by the kurtherian gambit series this story tells about one of the fan favorites and her new partner
together they just may be instrumental in changing the future of technology and life

Etheric Explorer: A Kurtherian Gambit Series

2020-05-11

building a new empire is supposed to be dangerous but training the next generation of leaders that s not supposed to be dangerous right
follow us as we have the people in the etheric empire setting up a special academy to train the first set of teens on a leadership track they
are supposed to learn about the different groups in the etheric empire and areas including r d weapons operations and others unfortunately
some of the members of those teaching teams tapped to train the kids don t realize how adventurous the teens can be especially if the teachers
are team bmw travel with us as we are introduced to alpha class one of the teams in the new etheric academy as they merge human s and
wechselbalg were s in a group of five young adults as they learn to become the first cohesive group on their first assignment with team bmw
as their teachers nothing could go wrong right a kurtherian gambit adventure for younger readers or those who are young at heart

Alpha Class

2017-03-16

justice has called and there s only one hero left to answer the call caitlin may have freed her town from evil but the governor who
oppressed them all is still on the loose now caitlin and her merry band of revolutionaries take to the mad infested woods to hunt the
governor down and deliver revenge before he can do any further damage but when they arrive at a town bound under the spell of a strange
group known as the firestarters caitlin starts to realize that this could be a lot more difficult than planned it s time for caitlin to jump
out of the frying pan and into the fire set within the wonder of the kurtherian gambit universe discover the chaos and insanity of the age of
madness a time when the world turned on its head and nothing is as it appears note this book contains cursing perhaps humorous cursing but
cursing nevertheless if this offends you we don t suggest reading this book

Into The Fire: Age Of Madness - A Kurtherian Gambit Series

2018-08-15

out of the ruin of civilization rises good men and dark hearted bastards eighteen year old payetta is particularly fond of killing the
bastards payetta hungers for payback against titannus the mage who wiped her village off the map she bides her time by protecting the
innocent farmers of the meadowlands from the mage s raiders and awaits the day she can fight titannus face to face using her own deadly
magic that day comes in like a storm sweeping into the fray is a loner with a personal mission to restore civilization he carries with him a
swift sword and his legendary ancestor s tenacious desire for justice an epic showdown awaits in the meadowlands and when it happens
heads will fly set on the foundation laid by the kurtherian gambit series rogue mage tells an entirely new story in the age of magic and of the
heroes and villains who battle for control of its destiny

Rogue Mage

2017-08-10

they say that behind every great man is a great woman but what if that woman is a werewolf the reviews for the terry henry walton
chronicles are overwhelming these are fun stories i love feeling good when i finish one i ve read all these so far i need more a great story
interesting and really keeps you reading i recommend this book and the entire series it has become an obsession this book resonates with me so
much great book for the times a rogue forsaken with the power of a pod he wants the purple eyed werewolf he wants what s in cheyenne
mountain terry henry walton is the key to both when the forsaken captures terry everyone s world gets turned upside down what will the
alpha and her pack do what will become of the force de guerre nomad avenged nonstop action from start to finish as terry and everyone he
knows join the battle where only the winner gets to live the saga of th char and the force de guerre continues full steam the characters are
real in their interaction with each other the story is absolutely great i love the honor loyalty and humor projected through the book



Nomad Avenged

2017-08-03

a multitude of kurtherian gambit fans eight stories one amazing book the kurtherian fans have come together to create a book by the fans for
the fans step inside and take a peek at stories inspired by the wonderful world of the kgu the kurtherian universe expands by micky cocker a
poem to kick introduce our collection of stories holi s savior by n d roberts on the alien world castellegia brave young holi fights for the
survival of her ragged band of orphans who will save them from the green eyed mutants who stalk the night justice calls upon castellegia
at the moment all is lost for holi a story of strength determination and the softer side of everybody s favorite benevolent dictator last
adventure first by s e weir phina just wants to be a spy and use her self taught hacker skills to help the etheric empire she embarks on one
last adventure to try and make her best friend s wish come true all it takes is a little b e and some access pass forgery no big deal for phina
s skills but with a mystery man talking in her head and tracking her every move and a confrontation with leaders of the etheric empire phina
might get more than she bargained for renegade by erika everest i am one of the drakis the enhanced warriors of our race our gods have sent us
to fight ignorance and injustice in the universe and to bring peace and enlightenment instead on the planet i am assigned to i meet a native who
is not grateful for our help in fact she despises us for our interference her attitude challenges my entire worldview is my cause truly as
noble as i have always believed or is it something more sinister and what are the god s real intentions for the drakis sarah jennifer s first
samhain by n d roberts how do you survive an eternity alone sarah jennifer walton had it all a family a purpose a husband not anymore loss
has shaped her into a true nomad wandering the country in a bid to outrun her pain a chance encounter and a little magic could be the answer
to sarah jennifer s prayers set on the foundation of the terry henry walton chronicles this reconciles the past with the future and a hidden
destiny the terrorist within by james gartside the meredith reynolds is a beacon of hope to many in the federation but to one young girl it is a
symbol of everything she wants to destroy dark savior by ian nicholson what will you do for the one you love how will you face your
worst nightmares something sinister is lurking in the dark of new york city preying on those abandoned by society young runaway adam tries
to rescue his best friend but he ends up caught as well they have little time and no hope left because when monsters are real who can step up
to fight them and set things right till the end comes by james gartside the kurtherians created them to fulfill a need what happens if they are
no longer needed do they face obliteration or freedom join michael anderle and lmbpn publishing in celebrating these newly published authors

Tales from the Kurtherian Universe

2018-01-30

they say that behind every great man is a great woman but what if that woman is a werewolf terry and char cross the wastelands
returning to new boulder carrying a message of hope they d found a better place could they move the whole town there and would it be
safer they have a lead on terry s white whale a secure military facility what will they find and can they break in forsaken the vampires of
the new world aren t afraid of a werewolf or her mate but terry and char aren t afraid of the forsaken either i enjoy long involved series
with multiple interacting characters and the nomad series fits this to a t action intrigue insight and a view of post apocalyptic america will
leave you page turning deep into the night trust me give this book and the others a try it will be well worth it amazon five star review of
the terry henry walton chronicles

Nomad Supreme

2017-04-21

they say that behind every great man is a great woman but what if that woman is a werewolf consistent characters intriguing plots and
just enough twists to keep you on your toes amazon five star review north chicago begins to thrive and a return trip to new york city
shows terry and char something they didn t expect terry henry walton envisioned the force de guerre as a unit to keep evil away from those
who wanted to live in peace akio is of the same mind but he sees the whole world as a place that needs the protection that terry and his
people can provide on behalf of the queen bitch akio recruits the fdg to take the fight overseas to stop an army the saga of th char and the
force de guerre continues full steam the characters are real in their interaction with each other the story is absolutely great i love the
honor loyalty and humor projected through the book amazon five star review

Nomad's Justice

2017-08

they say that behind every great man is a great woman but what if that woman is a werewolf serenity and clint eastwood fans saddle up
this is a straight shooting futuristic story that celebrates honor and survival with a little paranormal on the side settled into their new
home of north chicago terry and char find more enemies than they suspected faced with their greatest threat they put the fdg into action
against a forsaken who s surrounded himself with a small army of loyal humans with akio s aid they go to war i swear this series just gets
better and better the saga of th and char continues as they protect the innocent and attempt to return civilization to the people the
characters and story are great as usual i found myself more and more engrossed as i devoured the book

Nomad's Fury

2017-04-29

remnant invaders evil druids a murderer on the loose good thing arcadia has found a new ally with doyle s grim warning to amelia before he



was killed the chancellor is struggling to find clues to who the wolf in their blossoming city could be but arryn has already found her the
problem is proving it student after student has gone missing and the remnant have been invading the valley ripping it apart one village at a
time but arryn knows more will come and something has to be done after getting help from an unlikely source arryn finds the proof she needs
but her problems have only just begun talia s compatriot a dark mystic named scarlett has quite a game planned for arryn and she may have
to abandon the city she loves in order to save it set on the foundation laid by the kurtherian gambit series the arcadian druid tells an
entirely new story in the age of magic and of the heroes and villains who battle for control of its destiny

The Undying Illusionist

2018-03-19

they say that behind every great man is a great woman but what if that woman is a werewolf the readers love terry henry walton so much
action in this book and yet the characters are distinct and thoroughly formed your heart beats with each of them this series just keeps
getting better awesome craig has done it again and then some speechless i love the characters and how the story seems to flow it was long
but craig martelle filled in a lot of stuff we as readers really appreciate i loved it wow i don t care how long a book is when it is good it is
not long enough civilization has returned to humanity and brought with it the vices of the civilized the fight for the end begins as petty
power seeks to fill vacuums from china to chicago to new york city terry and char are fighting for their lives the fdg vampires weres michael
and valerie all collide in this epic climax to the terry henry walton chronicles when the finish line isn t the finish at all but the start of
something new it s a whole new battle one for the future of mankind terry s just not sure where it will be fought

Nomad's Galaxy

2017-09-12
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